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History of MIMI –
Phase 1, 2, ...
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Platform with
Interacting Facets
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MIMI in Action – Reflective
Learning, Uptake… Policy
Change
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IPRDP Innovation
Maturity – Basics
Maturity level 1

Maturity level 2

Maturity level 3

Maturity level 4

Limited, if any

Define & apply

Manage & entrench

Share learning externally

Innovation is defined,
applied and repeatable.
Officials understand
innovation principles, but
innovation activities
occur irregularly.

Innovation is managed
and innovation principles
are entrenched in the
organisation. Officials
seek to optimise and
evaluate solutions, and
improve on these for
internal benefit.

Innovation is open and
outward looking. New
knowledge is applied
creatively, based on
evidence, in different
contexts and shared with
others outside of the
organisation.

Limited, if any,
awareness or evidence of
innovation on the part of
individual officials or the
organisation.
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Finetune Maturity
Levels – ‘Learning’
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Limited, if any

Defined

Applied

Managed

Entrenched

Shared learning

Innovation is
defined. Officials
Limited, if any,
understand
awareness or
innovation
evidence of
innovation on the principles and
part of individual innovation
strategies are in
officials or the
place, but there is
organisation.
little, if any,
evidence of
innovation
implementation.

Innovation
principles and
Innovation is
Innovation is
practices are
applied. There is managed.
Innovation occurs entrenched
evidence of
throughout the
implementation in on an on-going
municipality.
basis and
certain
Innovation.
processes in
departments of
Officials seek to
the municipality. relation to this are optimise and
managed well in
Innovation is
the municipality. evaluate
repeatable, but
solutions, and
irregular.
improve on these
continuously for
internal benefit.

Innovation is open
and outward
looking. New
knowledge is
applied creatively,
based on
evidence, in
different contexts
and shared with
others outside of
the organisation.
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Lessons for Evolution
of MIMI – Future…
• Learning capabilities – critical anchor for
innovation in developmental states … different
spheres
• Learning Forum – vital for reflective selflearning, uptake and use
• Underlying instrument valid (item testing), but:
❑ Sample size problem & unit of observation
❑ Average scores to weighted indexing (PCA/FA)
❑ Control for institutional governance issues
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